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Irrigation Leader International Exchange Program
By Kris Polly

T

he new Irrigation Leader International Exchange
Program has had great success. Though it is
only a year old, our participating individuals and
irrigation districts have benefitted tremendously. The
idea for the program was conceived during our Irrigation
Education Tour to Australia in February of last year. In
a conversation I had with tour participant Boe Clausen,
director of the East Columbia Basin Irrigation District
(ECBID), Mr. Clausen mentioned participating in an
agriculture exchange program in Australia when he
was in his twenties. With opposite irrigation seasons,
we thought such a program would work well between
American and Australian irrigation districts and provide
irrigation district employees an opportunity to learn and
develop professionally. Our other tour participants agreed
and added their thoughts and suggestions on how such
a program could work and be successful. Rubicon Water,
our host sponsor for our tour in Australia, supported
the idea and has been instrumental in providing us with
Australian irrigation district connections.
The arrangements of the program are simple. A
letter exchange between the participating American
and Australian irrigation districts lays out the basic
agreement and expectations. The irrigation district
sending an employee pays for the plane ticket and travel
expenses. The hosting irrigation district provides housing
and a vehicle. Everyone stays on their respective salaries
and insurance. The length of the stay is negotiated
between the districts.
To date, two Australians have spent time with
American irrigation districts; Ms. Emily Small of Murray
Irrigation and Mr. Daniel Whittred of Coleambally
Irrigation Co-operative Limited. Ms. Small spent four
and a half weeks this past August and September with
Burley Irrigation District in Idaho. You can read about

her host, General Manager John Lind, in the October
2016 issue of Irrigation Leader. Mr. Whittred spent
two weeks with ECBID in August. Please read “An
Irrigation Exchange From New South Wales to the
State of Washington” in this issue to learn more about
his experiences and those of his host, ECBID General
Manager Craig Simpson, in this issue of the magazine.
Our first American participant is currently in Australia.
Stephen Wells of Burley Irrigation District is spending
time with Murray Irrigation located in Deniliquin, New
South Wales. We look forward to sharing his experience
and those of his host general manager with our readers.
This program works so well because of its simple
design and the great people who are involved. When
asked what his message to other irrigation districts is
about the program, Mr. Simpson said, “They should
jump at the opportunity if they can make the time to
do it. It’s a great way to learn something different. You
never know when it might be valuable or come in handy.
I expect we’ve picked up something useful from it,
especially regarding automation.”
Soon we will embark on our second Irrigation
Education Tour; this time, we are traveling to New
Zealand February 18–26. We hope to expand the
exchange program there. Should your irrigation district
have interest in participating or learning more about
the exchange program, please contact me directly at
Kris.Polly@waterstrategies.com. We will be happy to
assist you.
Kris Polly is editor-in-chief of Irrigation Leader magazine
and president of Water Strategies LLC, a government relations
firm he began in February 2009 for the purpose of representing
and guiding water, power, and agricultural entities in their
dealings with Congress, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and
other federal government agencies. He may be contacted at
Kris.Polly@waterstrategies.com.

The Water and Power Report
www.WaterAndPowerReport.com
The Water and Power Report is the one-stop aggregate
news site for water and power issues in the 17 western states.
Sign up for the free “Daily” service to receive e-mail notice
of the top headlines and press releases each business day.
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Dennis Carman, director and chief
engineer for the White River Irrigation
District, on the construction site
of the district’s pump station.
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Building Out the Future of Agriculture in Arkansas:

O

An Interview With the White River
Irrigation District’s Dennis Carman

ver the years, Irrigation Leader magazine has
dedicated its pages to the stories of irrigators and
irrigation districts in the arid West. But the story of
irrigation in the United States has grown east of the 100th
meridian. Arkansas has the third-most irrigated acres in the
country and is the second-largest water user behind California.
The hard clay soils of the Grand Prairie region in eastcentral Arkansas are well suited for growing rice. Over the last
century, the region’s farmers have mined an abundant shallow
aquifer to irrigate a crop that, according to the Arkansas Rice
Federation, contributes $4 billion to the state annually. With
groundwater supplies on the decline, the state, through the
White River Regional Irrigation Water Distribution District
(WRID), and the federal government took action to help
address it in the Grand Prairie Region.
Over a series of authorizations and appropriations starting
in the early 1990s, Congress empowered the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers to develop the Grand Prairie Area Demonstration
Project (GPADP), which is a regional water management
plan to facilitate the move from groundwater to surface water.
The GPADP will consist of a pumping station on the White
River, new canals and pipelines, on-farm water storage and
distribution systems, and environmental enhancement measures
to use excess surface water from the White River to supplement
on-farm tail water recovery systems on the region’s 600 farms.
Funding has been the limiting factor in the ability of
WRID to move forward with project build out. Federal and

state dollars have only gone so far. That financial uncertainty
has inspired WRID to look at alternative financing and
operational opportunities. This past year, WRID invited
engineering firms and equipment suppliers from around the
world to eastern Arkansas to tour the project in order to assess
private-sector interest in completing the project with the
eventual goal of issuing a request for proposal to “design, build,
finance, operate, and maintain” the GPADP under a publicprivate partnership (P3).
Guiding the project is Dennis Carman, WRID
chief engineer and director. After a career in irrigation
engineering with the Natural Resources Conservation Service,
Mr. Carman took on leadership of the irrigation district and
the GPADP with the goal of project completion. Irrigation
Leader’s editor-in-chief, Kris Polly, spoke with Mr. Carman
about the landscape of water use in Arkansas, the challenge
of securing agricultural water supply in the East, and
developing innovative solutions to financing large-scale water
infrastructure projects.
Kris Polly: Please describe the groundwater challenges
in eastern Arkansas.

Dennis Carman: In the early 1980s, a group of farmers
in the Grand Prairie region identified water as the key
issue they would be facing in the future. There had already
been problems of groundwater depletion, high levels of
pumping, and even water shortages.
We actually have two aquifers and
excess surface water and are generally
perceived to be water rich, so it is hard
to convey to people that we are water
short in reality.
Our alluvial aquifer has been
accessible and has been the source of
water used across eastern Arkansas and
much of the lower Mississippi River
Valley. It has provided a large amount
of the area’s water since the early 1900s
and has become depleted in high-use
areas. The other aquifer, the Sparta, is a
confined aquifer. It runs under much of
eastern Arkansas; western Mississippi;
and portions of Louisiana, Tennessee,
and Missouri. With the alluvial aquifer
The construction of the pump station superstructure on the Grand Prairie Project.
depleted and the Sparta aquifer needing
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Kris Polly: How does surface water fit
into the equation?
Dennis Carman: We do have about
80 million acre-feet per day of surface
water passing through our land or rivers,
and we need to develop about 10 percent
of that for all uses, not just agriculture.
Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana will
all be working to make that conversion
and move from groundwater use to surface
water use. Our objective is to capture as
much local runoff as we can, put it into
reservoirs on the farms, and use it when
necessary during the summers. Part of
the problem is that the times of the year
This reservoir stores water to be used during the summer. The curved lines in the rice
when we receive rain and when we need
fields are levees.
irrigation are not compatible. This solves
part
of
that
problem.
to be reserved for municipal and industrial uses, a water
A group of farmers first identified the emerging
crisis is the result.
groundwater problem in the early 1980s, and this was the
Irrigation really started in the early 1900s and took off
first time it had received a lot of public attention. Studies
in 1970s, and some areas began experiencing groundwater
by the state as early as the 1930s and the current studies by
problems, especially in the 1980s. So some farmers
the state of Arkansas, the U.S Geological Survey, and the
decided to drill deeper and tapped into the Sparta aquifer.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have repeatedly shown that
Confined aquifers like the Sparta are under pressure,
we need to convert to surface water use, but we are still
and when they first used it, water would come right
working to implement workable solutions.
back up the well column in large amounts to the land
We have had a cooperative relationship with the Corps
surface. However, that lasted only a short time, and the
and
have worked with them because of their role and
aquifer pressure began dropping dramatically as pumping
responsibilities in the environmental permitting process
increased. We are still dealing with that loss of pressure
and more accessible funding mechanisms for a project of
today. Initially, water would flow out of the wells without
this scale. However, there is still a challenge in finding
pumping in some cases. Today, that water is 400 feet deep
or more.
The alluvial aquifer is no longer
an effective water source and is
essentially out of water in the Grand
Prairie region. The remaining Sparta
aquifer is an excellent water source
for municipal and industrial purposes,
and its use should be limited to
those applications. Agricultural
users, however, have been tapping
the Sparta aquifer at increasing
rates over the past several decades.
If that trend continues, the Sparta
is not a sustainable water source for
both agriculture and municipal use.
Growers are using a source of water
that should be reserved for municipal
and industrial only. It is an expensive
source for growers but a high-quality,
inexpensive source for municipal
The connection point for the pumping plant to the two 10-foot-diameter pipes that run to the
reservoir.
users.
Irrigation Leader
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enough funding for such a large project; the Corps alone
cannot finance it.
Kris Polly: Are the challenges in Arkansas
representative of those across the East?
Dennis Carman: Yes, to a large degree, but there will
always be regional differences in water demands, water
sources, and people’s needs. The biggest challenge will
be in leadership that results in solutions that require
cooperation, negotiations, and concessions from all
interests. Currently, there is no agency or organization that
serves in that role, and we may not want one with that
much control of our lives, governments, businesses, and
farms. The whole eastern portion of the United States is
going to have worsening water problems in the future and
will be shocked when those problems show up and the
effects are realized by the citizens, especially as it relates to
the hidden effects associated with groundwater.
It will be difficult to find and implement solutions.
Population density is a particular challenge for this part of
the country, as opposed to a shortage of water, which is the
main problem in the West. The Georgia–Florida–Alabama
water war is a prime example.
I think people in the East generally take their water
for granted, while western states know the value of water.
We are finding that educating the public is a critical
component but difficult to accomplish.
The persistent lawsuits and misuse of law by
environmental groups has caused them to have an
unbalanced sway over the courts. Even after winning
the lawsuits, the delays have cost my project between
$75 million and $100 million due to a lawsuit over the
effect of the project on a woodpecker that is listed as
an endangered species but is in fact extinct and was last
sighted over 50 years ago. The environment needs to be
protected, but it needs to be done fairly and honestly.

not been identified. A canal will run out of the reservoir
for 50 miles when it is complete. There are pipelines that
branch off from the canal and distribute water to multiple
farms, with separate smaller pipes that run directly to each
farm. The farmers will have conservation systems on their
property that include a tailwater system to capture runoff,
a pump, water control structures to control water, irrigation
reservoirs to store water, and a smaller distribution
infrastructure to manage water on the farm
There is also an added component of water quality.
We are going to have the best water quality control
system in the country when the project is finished. It
is a combination of in-field conservation measures and
trapping and recycling runoff with tailwater systems and
reservoirs. We are also working to reduce our carbon
footprint and our greenhouse gas production. It is our goal
to manage all our resources, not just water, on a watershed
basis as we increase our growers’ productivity.
There are 650 farms, and 350 of those have their onsite
infrastructure completely installed. The pump station will
be finished within a year, and we already have the pipelines
in the ground. The regulating reservoir will also be finished
within a year. That will leave the project about half

Kris Polly: What kind of infrastructure for the Grand
Prairie project is currently in place?
Dennis Carman: The project has several components.
We have a large pump station on the White River that is
75 percent complete with an expected completion within
the year. There is a distribution system already in place
and complete that involves two 10-foot-diameter pipes
that move water out of the river and lifts it 80 feet into
an 80-acre reservoir located a mile and a half off the river.
The reservoir regulates the water and controls the energy
resulting from the pumped water. This reservoir is about
75 percent complete and will be completed this year.
A secondary system or distribution system, composed of
a canal and pipelines, is yet to be completed and funds have
6

These 10-foot-diameter pipelines connect the pump station with the
reservoir under construction. The total length from pump station
to reservoir is about 1.5 miles. The pipelines have been completed,
covered, and seeded.
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Combines harvesting rice.

finished. The other half is the actual distribution system,
including the pipelines and infrastructure to move water to
the farms, and that is not complete yet.
Kris Polly: How have you and how will you be able to
fund the project?
Dennis Carman: It has been a long process, and
funding has been a series of starts and stops, which
is quite inefficient. The state of Arkansas and our
congressional delegation have been supportive under
difficult circumstances, but we are still making progress
at an unacceptable pace given the water resource issue.
But we’re finding P3 to be a viable financing alternative.
Although we are merely exploring the concept right now,
I am optimistic that we are going to be able to make
it work. The Corps has been a fantastic partner, but its
policy limitations, the expectations placed on it from other
projects, and the lengthy and difficult permitting and study
processes have spurred us to look for alternative funding
methods. We currently have a 65–35 funding agreement
with the Corps, and our 35 percent is financed by the state
via a loan to be repaid by the water users. We are therefore
on the hook for $60 million at this point, with no water
sales imminent.
Payments on the first of those loans are now beginning
to come due. There are no assessments or income or
benefits for us until the water is actually being delivered
and sold.
We are now pursuing information and proposals
from private industry for the design, funding, building,
operation, and maintenance of the project. We had an
industry day that we invited firms to, so that they could
share with us their financing, design, and operation
Irrigation Leader

concepts for project. We received
over 20 formal expressions of
interest, which was a surprisingly
high number. This interest was
from some of the largest and most
recognized firms in the world, not
just the United States.
Any P3 arrangement will include
a guarantee of both how much we
will receive for the water that is
going to be sold and how we will be
able to pay a selected firm to secure
its investment. We are working
through those issues right now.
Firms were also concerned about the
role of the Corps and whether the
Corps would require them to build
the project a certain way. It will have
to be operated and built safely, but
not to strict Corps-issued standards that may not reflect
the risk associated with the project purpose and rural
setting.
I think that in the future, state grants will likely not be
available for projects like this, and it is also unlikely that
the federal government will make the political choice to
provide funding for water infrastructure at the necessary
level when all water funding demands are assessed. The
Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act is an
example of funding that will be available in the future
and certainly helps, but there will still be major issues of
agricultural water supply projects competing for funding
with better-funded municipal needs. It will continue to be
difficult to obtain state or federal funds from the publicsector source.
Agricultural water supply will need some kind of
dedicated funding source in the future. A P3 will have
about the same cost as other funding methods but will
allow us to be pumping water and receiving income much
faster than otherwise, which will help reduce the districts’
operating cost and the compounding of interest on loans
that would accumulate over time.
We at WRID have no tax authority and can only
generate revenue by selling this water commodity. The
sooner we build and operate, the lower our costs. We need
to be smart about how we do this and make sure that the
public and legislators understand that we still need help.
We need to be able to tap into the money and expertise of
the private financial sector while using the public sector to
provide more security and backing for the private investor.
We need to be smarter about how we finance, build, and
operate important large-scale projects, and this will rely
significantly on the private sector’s expertise and access to
capital. WRID is exploring those options.
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An Overview of Irrigation in Arkansas:
An Interview With Edward Swaim of the
Arkansas Natural Resources Commission

A

ccording to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
(USDA) Economic Research Service, Arkansas is home
to 8.3 percent of all the irrigated acres in the United
States. In fact, from 2007 to 2012, Arkansas gained more than
340,000 acres of irrigated land, the largest net gain in the
country for that period of time.
The Arkansas Natural Resources Commission (ANRC) has
been instrumental in the facilitation of that growth. As part
of its mission, the ANRC formulates polices and plans for the
management, conservation, and development of Arkansas’s
water resources. In addition, the ANRC establishes funds and
regulates soil conservation, nutrient management, water rights,
and dam safety.
Edward Swaim is the water resources division manager
at the ANRC. Irrigation Leader’s senior writer, John
Crotty, spoke with Mr. Swaim about the history of irrigation
in Arkansas, its growth within the state, and its current
challenges.
John Crotty: Please provide our readers with some
background on the history of irrigation in Arkansas and
where it is today.
Edward Swaim: Irrigation began in eastern Arkansas
early in the 20th century, when rice was first cultivated in
an area we call the Grand Prairie. While Arkansas receives
about 50 inches of rainfall per year, the timing of that
rainfall is not ideal for rice’s growing season. To flood rice
fields, growers tapped the Mississippi Valley alluvial aquifer
under the flat Arkansas delta.
By the 1920s, groundwater levels seemed to decline
from year to year. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
came to Arkansas to look at the problem and started
measuring the depth to water to look for trends.
By the 1930s, growers were clearly pumping water faster
than the natural recharge rate of the aquifer, and the idea
was floated to use some of the water from our large rivers
and distribute it to farms.
Groundwater supplies 84 percent of our crop irrigation
needs. About 16 percent is from surface sources where
the land is riparian, or adjacent to a body of water. Under
state law, that water can be used on the adjacent land as
long as no undue harm comes to upstream or downstream
users. Of course, surface water sources depend on rainfall.
Since we get the least rain during irrigation season, small
streams cannot supply enough water on their own to
meet our irrigation needs. Following the severe 1980
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drought, the legislature
passed a law allowing
the Natural Resources
Commission to permit a
fraction of streamflow for
nonriparian use. That law
makes irrigation projects
legally possible.
Since the 1920s, when
groundwater declines
were first observed, water
withdrawals have grown
exponentially. In addition
to rice, cotton, soybeans,
corn, grain sorghum,
and other crops are now
irrigated. As of the last update to Arkansas Water Plan in
2014, irrigated acreage in the state totaled about 5 million
acres. We are now number four in total water use in the
nation and number two in groundwater withdrawals.
Fortunately, our total water use is starting to level off.
John Crotty: How does the ANRC interact with
irrigators in the state?

Growing rice in Arkansas.
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Edward Swaim: The ANRC gathers data
on ground and surface water use. We work
with all 75 of our state conservation districts,
and 29 of those districts directly collect water
use information.
Any surface water use above one acre-foot
per year requires reporting and registration.
We analyze the data with USGS and look
for long-term trends in use and availability.
This water use data is the foundation of the
Arkansas Water Plan.
The commission also runs a groundwater
program that studies and reports on the
status of groundwater all over the state, with
a focus on irrigation use. Our employees,
conservation district employees, USGS
employees, and others measure the depth to
Samples for a soil moisture calibration.
water in hundreds of agricultural, municipal,
and industrial wells. This enables us to map
precisely the depth to water in all our large aquifers and to
surface water. We have found that water quality practices
determine availability. We also test groundwater quality.
installed on farms through our voluntary, incentive-based
The ANRC, through the Arkansas Water Plan, assesses Non-Point Source Pollution Management Program have
where there are water supply gaps, indicating the need for
serious water quantity benefits.
water delivery projects and enhanced conservation efforts,
and has the tools to help solve problems. The commission
John Crotty: Please describe some of the state’s major
administers a general obligation bond program to finance
irrigation projects.
water and sewer projects, and our irrigation projects have
benefitted from those bonds. Our agency also uses a
Edward Swaim: The aquifer decline in the Grand
state tax credit program to encourage land conservation,
Prairie caused planners to look to the White and Arkansas
reservoir building, and conversion from groundwater to
Rivers to supplement groundwater use. A small portion of
the flow from these rivers can be moved through canals,
natural streams, pipes, and ditches to farms for both
immediate use and storage in reservoirs.
In 1950, Congress authorized construction of a large
irrigation project in eastern Arkansas. At that time, there
was controversy over who would build it. We are not a
Bureau of Reclamation state, and the only other large federal
agency that could manage the construction was the Army
Corps of Engineers. Our governor talked to President
Truman about it, and they agreed that the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers would build the project. However, it took
another 40 years before there was any serious progress.
In the 1990s, Congress renewed the effort by
authorizing two different projects, the Grand Prairie Area
Demonstration Project, which would take water from the
White River, and the Bayou Meto Project, which would
take water from the Arkansas River. The areas to be served
are adjacent to each other, with Grand Prairie to the east
and Bayou Meto to the west. Using surface water will
stabilize groundwater levels under approximately a halfmillion acres of cropland and help us move toward our goal
of sustainable yield. Our groundwater modeling shows that
keeping about half the aquifer thickness saturated should
Irrigation Leader
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conserve the aquifer indefinitely. Surface water will replace
most groundwater use in the areas served, but wells will
continue to supply fields that are not situated well for
surface water use and will act as a reserve source during
drought periods.
Other, smaller-scale irrigation projects in the state
have involved local farmers and agencies such as the
Natural Resources Conservation Service and have been
delivering water for several years. One of these, the Plum
Bayou Irrigation Project, serves cropland in rural Pulaski,
Lonoke, and Jefferson Counties. The system was built in
the early 1990s at a total cost of about $1 million. The
project’s pumps push water from the Arkansas River into
Plum Bayou, which winds through approximately 14,000
acres of farmland. Farms on the bayou pick water up with
relifts, and underground pipes provide project water to
fields not adjacent to the bayou.
The Point Remove project is located in the Arkansas
River Valley between the Ouachita Mountains and the
Ozark Mountains. The project draws Arkansas River
water through a long series of concrete troughs and other
conveyances to farms. There are also wetland restoration
and habitat components of the project.
In northeastern Arkansas, the Little Red River
Irrigation District also serves a portion of our Critical
Groundwater Area with surface water and is promoting
water conservation practices.
John Crotty: Both the Grand Prairie and Bayou Meto
projects have a long development history in the state.
Please discuss the scope of these projects, their challenges,
and how they are progressing.
Edward Swaim: Grand Prairie and Bayou Meto are
only partially constructed and both are several years away
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from delivering water. Major project components include
pumping plants, main distribution systems with pump
stations, large canals and pipes, and secondary distribution
systems that function like capillaries to move the water out
onto farms.
The Grand Prairie Project has struggled with litigation,
but construction is progressing. Its pumping plant is nearing
completion. Transmission lines between the plant and a
large regulating reservoir are finished. On-farm reservoirs
were constructed early in the life of the project and are
already reducing dependence on groundwater. The rest of
the transmission infrastructure will take more time and more
federal money. The water delivery portion of the project is
financed 65 percent by the federal government, 25 percent by
the irrigation district, and 10 percent by the state. The Bayou
Meto Project is also financed in the same way.
Bayou Meto’s main pumping plant and a smaller plant
on the lower end of the project designed to reduce flooding
are complete. Bayou Meto is now concentrating on its major
canal system.
Both projects are working with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service on secondary distribution systems.
Some USDA Farm Bill and conservation initiative programs
are being used to build on-farm systems for better water
management. These systems will enable farms to conserve
water now and will form part of the final distribution leg
when the projects start delivering surface water.
Financing both projects is now the greatest challenge.
We are exploring innovative methods, such as public-private
partnership, often referred to as P3, to complete them.
John Crotty: What kind of innovations are the state and
its farmers adopting to maximize efficiencies in water use?
Edward Swaim: The commission has looked at how to
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close the gap between the amount of water we need and
sustainable groundwater availability. If we are 100 percent
successful in implementing conservation, we can reduce the
statewide deficit by 25 percent.
Our university system, the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, USDA’s Agricultural Research
Service, irrigation districts, conservation districts, and others
are in the field offering technical or financial assistance.
Farmers are seeing how water conservation can lower
production costs and ensure that groundwater will be
available in the future. Some of the technologies our districts
and farmers have adopted include variable speed electric
pump motors; zero-grade rice; and Pipe Planner software,
which optimizes the use of poly pipe.
John Crotty: What are some the challenges ahead for
irrigation in Arkansas?
Edward Swaim: The Arkansas Water Plan estimates that
the annual average groundwater gap across the state will be
8.2 million acre-feet per year by 2050. When the state’s two
large irrigation projects are up and running, they will reduce

our unsustainable groundwater use by about 15 percent.
When coupling those projects with conservation practices
across the state, we believe that we will able to reduce the
deficit by another 25 percent. Although one other irrigation
project is in the study phase, a gravity-flow system in the
Boeuf–Tensas basin in southeastern Arkansas, most of our
irrigated cropland will continue to depend on groundwater
and local surface water sources.
One of the major recommendations of the Arkansas
Water Plan is to educate people better about water. In
Arkansas, our largest industry is agriculture, and it absolutely
depends on abundant, clean, affordable water. Unfortunately,
most people are not aware of water’s importance or the risk
of shortages. My concern is that we do not appreciate how
groundwater overuse in the present will have long-term
effects.
Getting that message out, especially directly to water
users, will be a focus as we continue to implement the
Arkansas Water Plan.
For more information on the Arkansas Water Plan, visit
arwaterplan.arkansas.gov.

Life along the Mississippi. The I-55 bridge connects West Memphis, Arkansas, to Memphis, Tennessee. In the distance, you can see the
Memphis Pyramid, home to a large Bass Pro Shop.
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RIVERSCREEN

Built for shallow water pumping
A rotating self-cleaning screen that dependably
delivers good water from as little as 4 inches depth!
Riverscreen is the ideal solution for operations that depend
upon surface water for irrigation purposes. They have also
been used in other scenarios such as food processing,
power plants wet yards, pipeline testing, and many more.
The Riverscreen was designed for shallow water pumping, to
help prevent pumping sand and other debris. Our gravity fed
Riverscreen is designed to work on floating or submersible
pumps and wet wells. Low maintenance operation. Lightweight
aluminum design. Standard on all Riverscreen’s is #8 304
stainless steel mesh. Other sizes available upon request.
Works great in livestock lagoons.

See it in action at
www.riverscreen.com!

Contact us

with the specifics of
your operation…
We’ll help you get
more dependable
water from your
source.

1919 Kiowa Road | Clay Center, KS 67432
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AquaLastic® is a tried and tested brand. It’s safe and effective and it does the job right for a lasting repair.
Our new successful program equips irrigation districts and companies with high pressure application equipment
as well as the necessary training to use it efficiently.
Ask about our different AquaLastic® versions for different ﬁeld conditions. It just keeps getting better!
USA Technology and USA made.

AquaLastic® is a product of Hydro Consulting LLC.

www.fixcanal.com
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Water Infrastructure Improvements Needed
By U.S. Senator John Boozman

A

s one of Arkansas’s largest industries, agriculture
is crucial to the state’s economy. Arkansas is home
to 44,000 farms generating an economic benefit
of $20 billion a year and employing one out of every six
Arkansans. Despite the many blessings of natural resources
that make it ideal for agribusiness, farmers and ranchers in
Arkansas unfortunately are familiar with the devastating
economic effect of droughts.
This is not a problem unique to Arkansas. Across the
country, farmers are facing a water crisis. With water prices
rising and access to water decreasing, it is clear that we
must act now.
The agriculture industry in the western United States
has been dealing with a water crisis for years, and it is
having an extremely negative effect on the economy of
these states. The University of California, Davis, recently
released a drought report on the economic effect to
California. Researchers found that statewide, the 2014
drought cost $2.2 billion in lost revenue and the loss of
more than 17,000 seasonal and part-time jobs.

As a member of the Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee, I understand the importance of
infrastructure investment. During my time in Congress,
I have been a constant advocate for water resources
development and infrastructure.
In the 114th Congress, I supported passage of the
Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN)
Act as well as a comprehensive highway bill, the Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation Act. Passing these pieces
of legislation was a major step forward. There is still more
to be done, and I’m looking forward to opportunities we
will have to make investments in the 115th Congress.
Like many Americans, I am encouraged by the Trump
administration’s commitment to improving our nation’s
crumbling infrastructure. We must provide funding for
infrastructure critical to the agricultural water supply and
ground water protection.
Following the example set by President Dwight
Eisenhower and the establishment of the interstate
highway system, it is clear that infrastructure investment
boosts our economy, creates immediate jobs, and produces
decades of economic opportunity. Unfortunately, since

Senator Boozman with David Wildly of Wildly Family Farms,
standing in one of his cotton fields in northeast Arkansas.
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the president signed the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956,
we have relied on a fix-as-fail approach to our nation’s
infrastructure. Not only is this approach more expensive,
increasingly causing delays to commerce, but it also poses
a risk to public safety. America’s infrastructure is rapidly
deteriorating. Our country faces a multihundred-billiondollar shortfall for water infrastructure investments, which
includes drinking water, sewer, and agricultural water supply
projects. This shortage is reflected in the American Society
of Civil Engineers’ overall grade for America’s infrastructure,
a D+.
America is now at a crossroads. We need to address
our aging infrastructure, but it comes with a cost. We have
options, however, that can help fund infrastructure projects,
so we can get shovels in the ground and projects underway.
The federal government has provided funding to establish
revolving loan grant programs—administered by the states—
as well as resources through the Water Infrastructure Finance
and Innovation Act (WIFIA). This program leverages small
investments to make sure taxpayers get the most bang for the
buck.
In an effort to make the WIFIA program a viable option
for critical agricultural water-supply projects in Arkansas, I
included language in the WIIN bill to reform the program.
The WIFIA program can only finance up to 49 percent of a
project’s costs. My language clarifies that costs incurred and
in-kind contributions made before the receipt of a WIFIA
loan count toward the 51 percent of the project that must be
financed by non-WIFIA dollars. This is a great first step to
opening up a new financing option that ensures farmers have
access to the water necessary to keep Arkansas agriculture
strong.
Another option to fund infrastructure projects is a public–
private partnership, or a P3. P3s are a crucial component
of the new administration’s proposal and are necessary to
get the $1 trillion investment in infrastructure that the
plan promises. While P3s are a great way to fund highway
projects, Congress has yet to find a mechanism that funds
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all types of infrastructure problems. Finding a way to
incentivize the private sector into investing in water
infrastructure is vital.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimates there
is another multibillion-dollar backlog in operation and
maintenance costs for the coastal and inland waterway
system. With this kind of backlog, it is apparent that
the government cannot fix the problem on its own. Our
country will need the help of the private sector to invest
much-needed capital into infrastructure projects.
Both of these options will help with America’s
woefully underfunded water infrastructure needs and
make it possible to get projects done on time and on
budget, something the federal government has failed to
do for decades.
Congress needs to do a better job providing the basic
public services, such as safe roads, bridges, and clean
drinking water for citizens. This is the time to act and
make water infrastructure investment a priority. With
innovative financing and private-sector investment, we
can address our infrastructure problem before it is too
late. Not only will we be providing Americans with
basic water infrastructure, but we will also be creating
jobs, keeping commodity prices low, and remaining
competitive with foreign competition on the global stage.
We can no longer kick the can down the road and
ignore our infrastructure problem. It is time for the
United States to be realistic about its water problems
and start investing in agricultural water supply so we
can continue to provide the most
affordable, most reliable food supply
the world has ever known.
Senator John Boozman has
represented the state of Arkansas
in the United States Senate since 2011.
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than just a priority.
It’s a way of life.
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MAXIMUM IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY

STARTS WITH YOUR PUMP
AND WATERTRONICS
Watertronics® is a leader in offering integrated
pump systems solutions customized to your
needs. Their pump stations and controls
maintain consistent, surge-free water delivery
for optimum pressure regulation thus reducing
your energy costs and ensuring your irrigation
system will work efficiently.
For more details, contact your
local Watertronics dealer or visit
www.watertronics.com.

WATERTRONICS, A LINDSAY COMPANY, PROVIDES:
•

An integrated pump system engineered to save
energy, water and labor

•

Complete pivot, pump and irrigation expertise

•

Systems delivered as a factory assembled and
tested unit for fast installation

•

Collaboration with engineering firms

•

24-hour certified service and support

•

Full inventory of parts for minimal downtime

© 2015 Lindsay. All rights reserved. Watertronics is a registered trademark of the Lindsay Corporation.

District Focus

Bayou Meto Water Management District
By Gene Sullivan

T

he Bayou Meto Water Management District
in eastern Arkansas is home to approximately
300,000 acres of irrigated agriculture, including
20,000 acres of fish farms. Over 1,200 farmers use this
land to harvest rice, soybeans, wheat, and corn. The
district has both public and private land. The public
land includes a 35,000-acre wildlife management area
that is the major wintering ground for mallards and
other waterfowl. The land and water in the district
provide unique opportunities and challenges to
agricultural, municipal, and recreational water users.

Water Objectives and Origins

The district’s water management plan has three
primary objectives: groundwater protection and
agricultural water supply that work together to
preserve the underground aquifers, waterfowl habitat
management and restoration, and flood risk reduction.
The groundwater protection objective also has three
components of its own: taking water out of the river
and distributing it over the entire project area via
constructed canals and streams, moving that water from
streams and canals to the boundaries of the farms, and
on-farm features that make water use more efficient
while reducing consumption.
The Sparta aquifer is the primary source for
municipal water in the state. Since our alluvial aquifer,
which traditionally has supplied irrigation water, has
been critically depleted, agricultural users have begun
tapping into the Sparta aquifer as well in recent years.

The Sparta is a slow–recharging aquifer, and the
combined municipal and agricultural uses threaten to
drain it. In addition, the Arkansas Natural Resources
Commission has designated our area as a critical
groundwater area, which means that the commission
may have to limit groundwater withdrawals at some
point in the future to sustain remaining groundwater
supplies. Therefore, there is a need for additional
surface water supply that can be used by agricultural
users while saving the Sparta aquifer’s higher-quality
groundwater for municipal purposes.

Bayou Meto Water Management Project

The Bayou Meto Water Management Project is part
of the answer to the dilemma of how to save the Sparta
aquifer and supply more surface water to farmers. It was
originally authorized as a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
project in 1950. The project was later deauthorized and
then reauthorized in 1996. We will be using the surplus
Arkansas River water to supplement the surface and
groundwater program that we have, and we will still be
using some groundwater.
The water management district will take the amount
of water needed to meet demand while preserving the
aquifer and adding in the efficiencies gained from our
new irrigation system. Whatever demand remains will
be met by diverting excess surface water out of the
river, and we have built our pumping station to deliver
that water. The pumping station is now complete and
will deliver 1,750 cubic feet per second (or almost
800,000 gallons per minute) of water. However, we
do not have the canals completed yet.
Located in Scott, Arkansas, the Marion Berry
Pump Station was completed in 2014.
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An inlet channel, completed in fall 2016, connects the Arkansas River to the Marion Berry Pump Station.

We also have a water management problem in waterfowl
areas. It involves getting water on and off the hunting
areas. Our hunters want to be sure those areas are flooded
when duck-hunting season starts. People come here from
all over the world to hunt. However, since the locks and
dams have been developed on the Arkansas River, it has
been difficult to remove water from those areas, which can
damage the hardwoods we are trying to rehabilitate. The
additional pumping station we are building at the lower
end of the project will be tasked with putting water back
into the river after the hunting season, which will mitigate
that problem. We expect to build 400 miles of pipes and
canals to assist in that process.
The project has three distinct components, and each
relies on different types of infrastructure to transport water.
Nearly all the mainline, primary system will be canals
or streams. The secondary system will relay water to the
farms, and nearly all of it will be contained in pipelines.
When the water gets to the farm, it will be primarily
moved via underground pipelines.

Finding the Funds

One of the greatest challenges facing a project of this
magnitude is finding adequate funding. One way that
Bayou Meto meets its financial needs is through a legal
entity with the authority to tax. The entity was established
when the project began. We circulated petitions over the
entire service area and got the majority of the landowners
to agree to form the entity. We have been assessing the
land within our project improvement areas for 11 years
now, and those assessments range from $1.00 to $2.50 per
acre. The district uses the money as operating funds until
we can get deeper into the project.
At the beginning of the project, our biggest concern was
getting the nonfederal money needed for construction.
Since then, things have changed at the federal level,
and our greatest challenge now is obtaining adequate
federal funding. Currently, we share costs with the federal
government on the three project components as follows:
65 percent federal–35 percent nonfederal for the irrigation
and groundwater protection component, 75 percent
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federal–25 percent nonfederal for flood risk, and a 50-50 split
for waterfowl restoration.
However, with the onset of a new presidential
administration, a new federal infrastructure investment may
be forthcoming. Our concern is whether that will consist of
a tax credit or actual cost-sharing funds, and whether water
resources will receive a fair portion of those funds compared
to highway projects. We also are concerned about how much
funding groundwater protection and agricultural supply will
receive if water infrastructure is included.
To date, we have spent nearly $150 million on the
development and construction of the project, but we still
have no actual water out servicing the land. We will need an
additional $580 million to complete the project. It will be
2 or 3 years before any water is provided due to the shortage
of federal funds. Our entire congressional delegation is
supportive of the project, and we are hopeful that they will
have enough influence to give us what we need.
Although funding is our greatest concern for our project,
from a national perspective there is also no federal agency
in the eastern portion of the country that has the authority
or resources to manage water resources on a large scale as is
done in the West. Giving such authority to an agency like
the Army Corps of Engineers is one way to mitigate this
challenge and begin the process of a more national approach
to water infrastructure, particularly in states that have not
had as much experience in doing so. As our population grows
and the demand for water increases, a coordinated national
water policy will allow for the best use of the resource and the
construction of proper infrastructure to store and transport it.
Doing so now will provide a key to the future of water and
food security, both in Arkansas and across the nation.
Gene Sullivan is the excutive director
of the Bayou Meto Water Management
District. Mr. Sullivan was inducted into
the Arkansas Association of Conservation
Districts Hall of Fame on February 17, 2016.
You can reach Mr. Sullivan at
(501) 676-7420 or bayou.meto@yahoo.com.
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Irrigated Crops

Rice Farming in Arkansas

D

an Hooks’ family has been growing rice on
a family farm near Slovak, Arkansas, since
the early 1920s, when the rice industry first
began to prosper there. Today he operates his family’s
farm along with his brother and son, and together,
they distribute and sell their rice products all over the
world. Riceland Foods, a Fortune 500 food marketing,
storage, and processing company, is the primary
exporter for Mr. Hooks’ rice. Mr. Hooks strives to
produce a bountiful, economical, and high-quality crop
of rice while judiciously using available land and water
resources.

From the Field to the Family Meal

According to Mr. Hooks, rice is different from other
crops because not only does it require irrigation, but
it is also grown in water under a state of continuous
irrigation in flooded fields or paddies.
Mr. Hooks noted, however, that his farm is beginning
to use intermediate flood techniques that involve letting
the initial flood of water soak into the soil and mud

before putting additional water on. “This leaves about
a 3-day period when the field has no water on it before
the additional water is added. Traditional rice farming
techniques require 2–5 inches of water from the time
of flooding. Intermediate flooding is a 25–30 percent
water savings, which allows us to conserve water while
still growing the same amount of rice.”
Mr. Hooks’ land is flat and has clay under the
topsoil, which helps retain water after flooding. In the
spring, he plants the rice into the soil, just as would
be done with any other crop, before building earthen
terraces into the border around the fields to retain the
water. He floods the fields after the rice plant reaches a
height of at least 8 inches.
Mr. Hooks’ operation depends on rainfall to provide
enough additional moisture to ensure growth until the
rice reaches flooding height. If his fields do not receive
enough rainfall, he must flush the field by putting
water on it for a day or two to replenish the soil before
draining it again. “We do not like to do that unless
absolutely necessary because it requires extra time,

A vast field of Arkansas rice.
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water, and expense,” he said.
Fertilizer is added by trucks or ground vehicles before
planting, followed by nitrogen before the first flood. The
fields are flooded for 3 weeks to prevent the nitrogen from
seeping out. The fields are then allowed to dry out through
evaporation and plant use. Ultimately, the fields are empty
of water 10–14 days before harvest, once the plant has
matured.
After the fields are dry and the rice plant has achieved
the proper moisture content, Mr. Hooks’ combines begin
the harvest. He noted that the combines used to harvest
rice are similar to those used to harvest wheat or other
grains, but with some modifications, such as tracks
mounted in place of tires, to cope with the soft, muddy
ground. “A special, rice-specific harvester head may be
needed to take in the rice, but often a combine head used
for wheat can harvest the rice,” he said. A tractor with a
cart goes into the field, offloads the rice from the combine,
and puts it into large tractor trailers. The trucks will then
haul the rice to on-farm storage bins or to a local rice mill.

Dan Hooks farms with his brother and son, growing rice and
soybeans. He is a board member of the White River Irrigation
District and has implemented many water conservation
practices over the years.

Working for Water

Because water is central to rice cultivation, Mr. Hooks
tries to ensure a stable supply and use every available drop.
His farm has used cost-share funding from the White
River Irrigation Project and other government programs
to build water recovery and storage systems. Groundwater
from the alluvial and Sparta aquifers is not adequate,
however, to supply the needs of farmers and municipal
users. The alluvial aquifer recharges itself rapidly but is
too depleted to be a reliable source. The Sparta aquifer is
too slow to recharge, and the water is located deep in the
ground, making it expensive to extract. For this reason,
Mr. Hooks’ farm has completely converted to surface water
and has used virtually no groundwater over the past 3 years.
The water put on the field during the growing season
is used by the plants and allowed to evaporate away. Any
water left after the growing season is recaptured and used
to restock Mr. Hooks’ storage reservoirs, especially any
groundwater that is used. Mr. Hooks also has a large ditch
at the end of the farm to mitigate excess rainfall that may
occur when the fields are already flooded. Excess water can
flow out of the fields and through this ditch to Mr. Hooks’
recovery system, which has a pump that moves the water
to the storage reservoir. The reservoirs are refilled and
recharged during the winter.

Challenges On and Off the Farm

According to Mr. Hooks, water supply is the greatest
challenge facing Arkansas rice farmers. “We have to have
another source other than groundwater, but we cannot
set aside the large tracts of land necessary to build large
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reservoirs. Alternate sources of surface water are needed to
supplement the crop,” he said. Mr. Hooks noted that there
are other challenges facing rice growers, including low
commodity prices in the global market. He expressed hope
that the current low prices are cyclical and will rebound,
but he asserted that they make life more difficult for
farmers in the meantime.
For Mr. Hooks, one of the most significant off-farm
challenges is compliance with government regulations. In
particular, he is concerned about the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency trying to require a permit before
farmers can apply herbicides to a field within a certain
distance of a natural waterway, which would interfere
with timely farm operations. Mr. Hooks explained that he
use airplanes to apply fertilizer to his rice crop, and the
timeline to obtain a permit before spraying can delay the
application of the product to a point that it is no longer
effective. “We cannot always time the steps needed to
grow crops with the steps needed for a government permit.
Abusers and polluters should be penalized, but we should
also be allowed to do our jobs without unnecessary costs
added to our operations. There has to be a balance.”
25

Beyond a Grain of Rice

While rice is used primarily as a foodstuff, both it and
the byproducts that come from its production are being
put to a host of new, innovative uses. Mr. Hooks noted that
rice can either be left intact with the bran attached to the
grain to make brown rice, or it can have the bran separated
to make the more popular white rice. He added that after
being separated from the rice, the bran can be used to
make animal feed, cooking oil, flour, or other products.
Mr. Hooks also stated that some of the straw that is left
over from the rice plant after harvest is baled for livestock
feed, bedding, or, more recently, ethanol production.
The fields themselves also can serve purposes beyond
rice cultivation. Mr. Hooks said it is very common for
fields to be flooded to attract waterfowl for hunting in
the winter, and that this is “a whole other side of the
industry” and a “source of enjoyment” for many farmers
who hunt waterfowl or allow others to do so on their land.
Mr. Hooks asserted that waterfowl hunting on rice farms
“allows us to find more ways to use the land and the water
to benefit as many people and species as possible.”

Rate and volume measurement of an application of water
to one of Mr. Hooks’ rice fields.

Mr. Hooks on his combine during harvest.
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IWS installed a total of eight traveling water screens for the Berrenda Mesa Water District at one of their locations in Lost Hills, CA. Various lengths, widths and
designs are made specifically for the customer’s desires, wants, and needs.
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The Innovators
Road Groom:

Grading Success One Road at a Time

O

ver 15 years ago, an Iowa road grader
operator named Tom Winger decided to
develop a better tool for completing lightduty grading tasks for dirt and gravel roads. The
result was the Road Groom, a lightweight, towable
cutting and grading implement. Heavy Equipment
Manufacturing (HEM), a paving machine
manufacturing company based in Grundy Center,
Iowa, later bought the patent for the machine and
began producing it.
When HEM bought the patent, Roger Swihart
of Swihart Sales, a ranch and farm equipment sales
company in Quinter, Kansas, bought a share as well
and is now the primary dealer and distributor for the
tool in Kansas and beyond. Mr. Swihart describes the
Road Groom as a maintenance tool that has several
advantages over traditional grading equipment.
The Road Groom is an aggressive cutter; it has
five different blades that are set at overlapping angles
under the main frame to cut out the washboards and
fill in potholes. Behind the five primary blades is a
series of shorter blades hanging vertically with 2-inch
gaps between each of them, like a serrated knife.
These blades spread the gravel out after the cutting
is done and angle material back toward the center of
the road. “Traffic tends to push gravel out toward the
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edge and shoulder of the road, so this feature allows
the user to scrape, cut, fill, and distribute evenly all in
one step,” Mr. Swihart said.
The Road Groom can be pulled by a tractor or a
pickup truck. It is operated by hydraulic power that
manipulates the machine up or down into position
on the road, as well as adjusts the machine to the
height or grade of the road surface. Mr. Swihart said
that the Road Groom can be run at higher speeds
than motor grader implements, sometimes as high
as 20 miles per hour, saving counties and other
customers time and fuel. If the Road Groom is being
towed over long distances between road areas that
need grading, it can be lifted off the road surface and
towed at normal highway driving speeds.
  The Road Groom also has a separate wing
on it that can be raised or lowered, allowing the
operator to cover an additional 2.5 feet of road
surface if needed. The standard Road Groom model
has an 8.5-foot main frame with 2.5-foot wing for
a total width of 11 feet. The smaller model has a
6-foot main frame and a 2.5-foot wing for a total of
8.5 feet.
According to Mr. Swihart, another advantage of
the Road Groom is its light weight and the fact that
it can do light-duty maintenance better and faster
Irrigation Leader

than other machines without damaging roads. Another
advantage is the Road Groom’s ability to reclaim the gravel
that is forced down into the surface of the roadbed. Many
customers have told Mr. Swihart that the machine does
a great job of bringing that gravel back up to the surface
so it can continue to be useful, thus negating the need to
resurface the road. With the extended wing in the down
position, users can reach areas outside the traffic lane and
bring the gravel from the edge of the road to the center.
Mr. Swihart said an unintended benefit of the Road
Groom’s design is its ability to improve winter road
conditions. According to Mr. Swihart, several counties
have reported that with 2–3 inches of snow on the ground,
the gravel will mix with the snow when it is run through
the Road Groom, making the road safer by creating more
traction.
Road Groom’s primary customers are counties with
rural dirt roads that need to be groomed, leveled, and
maintained. Other customers include farmers, ranchers,
wind farmers, oil and gas companies—anyone who
has small roads that take a lot of abuse and need to be
maintained. Mr. Swihart said the Road Groom’s light
weight and economical cost make it very attractive to those
customers.
The Quincy–Columbia Basin Irrigation District
(QCBID) in Washington State is a Road Groom customer.
Mr. Swihart said that QCBID “has a lot of internal,
moderately narrow roads that run along and near its
irrigation canals, and it was searching for an easier, lessexpensive way to maintain those roads, which is where the
Road Groom can really shine.” Mr. Swihart said QCBID
inquired to Swihart Sales about the Road Groom and

purchased one of the 8.5-foot models after he delivered it
to the district for a demonstration.
Mr. Swihart said that he has personally sold around
70 Road Groom machines and that HEM has sold more
than 200. Mr. Swihart added that customers have been
satisfied with the results they have gotten from the Road
Groom, which has helped to boost sales further. “There
are not a lot of them out there, but this is a small company,
and where we have been able to get the word out about the
machine, it has sold well. It is easier to sell more machines
when we have examples of them being used successfully by
happy customers,” Mr. Swihart said.
Like any machine, the Road Groom does have some
limitations. Some road surfaces, such as hard shale, are not
ideal for the machine. Hard shale is very hard, especially
when it is dry, so the Road Groom will not work as well
unless there is adequate moisture or rainfall to soften it up.
Large rocks can also be problematic for the serrated gaps
along the back edge of the Road Groom. Rocks can get
stuck in the gaps and plug them, although most are simply
moved to the center of the road.
Mr. Swihart said that while there are some road
surfaces that are not optimal, the Road Groom likely works
well for over 90 percent of gravel or dirt road surfaces. He
explained, “It’s not a perfect tool for every situation, but
where it shines, it truly shines. It can do a lot of things very
well in a time- and cost-effective manner, which makes it
very attractive to many of our customers.”
For more information, please contact Mr. Swihart at
(800) 864-4595 or visit his website at www.swihart-sales.com.

Road Groom treating and
leveling a dirt road.
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International

An Irrigation Exchange From New South
Wales to the State of Washington
Last year, Irrigation Leader magazine launched its
International Exchange Program. The inaugural trip, which
we wrote about in the October 2016 issue of Irrigation
Leader, involved a representative of Murray Irrigation in
Deniliquin, New South Wales, who was hosted by Burley
Irrigation District in Idaho. For the second trip, which is the
focus of this article, East Columbia Basin Irrigation District
(ECBID), in Othello, Washington, hosted Coleambally
Irrigation Co-operative Limited (CICL) Operations and
Maintenance Manager Daniel Whittred for 2 weeks in
August 2016. CICL is located in New South Wales, Australia.
Irrigation Leader’s editor-in-chief, Kris Polly, spoke to Mr.
Whittred about his experience.
Kris Polly: Please provide some background
information about yourself and describe your current
position at CICL.
Daniel Whittred: I grew up on a beef cattle property
at Rosevale in southeast Queensland and spent most
of my time working on the family farm. I was exposed
to stock work, dairy cattle, small crops, and pressurized
irrigation. I received my bachelor of engineering in
mechatronics (robotics and automation) at the University
of Southern Queensland in Toowoomba, Queensland, and
worked part time in the research divisions of Radio-Active
Avionics and Pacific Seeds.
I moved to Coleambally to work at CICL immediately
after my university degree in 2006 and took on the role
of assistant engineer, in which I acted as project manager
for many of our automation projects (meter outlet
replacement programs, on-farm automation) under the
government-funded WaterSmart Australia Program and
the Private Irrigation Infrastructure Operators Program.
While at CICL, I also completed a graduate diploma
in engineering with a focus on water and hydraulic
engineering. This gave me a deeper understanding of
water and allowed me to develop CICL’s channel capacity
model.
I moved into my current role of water operations
manager in February 2014. In this role, I supervise the
daily operation, maintenance, and performance of the
automated canal system; the accuracy of the members’
metered outlets; and the computer system that drives it all.
This wouldn’t be possible without the skills of my eight
team members.
Kris Polly: What kinds of activities did you engage in
at ECBID?
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Daniel Whittred: During my time at ECBID,
I was shown many different facets of the irrigation
district, ranging from operations and maintenance
and asset renewals to contracts and administration
duties. Mr. Simpson also involved me in many
recreational activities, including fishing on the
Columbia River, seeing a volleyball game at
Washington State University, and learning to
appreciate the local breakfast burrito!
Kris Polly: What were some of the highlights of
your stay at the district?
Daniel Whittred: During the first week of
my stay, ECBID had organized a tour of the
hydroelectric facilities at the Grand Coulee Dam.
This was exceptional! The scale of operations
dwarfed anything I had been exposed to
previously. I also was particularly impressed with
the openness of Mr. Simpson and his willingness
to go out of his way to broaden my experiences,
including organizing visits to other irrigation areas
such as Greater Wenatchee Irrigation District and
Roza Irrigation District.
Kris Polly: What were your accommodations
like in Othello?
Daniel Whittred: Mr. Simpson was kind
enough to offer me a chance to stay with him
and his family. This provided me with invaluable
experience and immersion into the American
culture. He was an excellent host, and I soon found
myself part of the family. I was incredibly happy
with the home cooking (elk is now one of my
favorite meats!) and the relaxed nature of the stay.
Kris Polly: Any new or different observations
about American culture?
Daniel Whittred: I had not traveled to
the continental United States before, so my
expectations of American culture were firmly
rooted in myth and misinformation. All these
stereotypes were busted. Outside of the 2 weeks
I spent with ECBID, I also traveled to Seattle
and drove through Oregon and California, and
everywhere I went, I was greeted by friendly and
incredibly hospitable people.
Irrigation Leader

Daniel Whittred inspecting work at Roza Irrigation District’s reregulation reservoir.

Kris Polly: What were some of the differences you
observed in ECBID’s system compared to CICL’s?
Daniel Whittred: CICL’s system is highly automated
and run by a lean crew. This requires many of our
maintenance and repair activities to be outsourced to
contractors. While CICL is lucky enough to have some very
skilled and professional contractors in the area, it can be a
challenge to secure time with external entities rather than
with your own staff. ECBID’s approach of keeping many
of its skills and maintenance activities in house is worthy of
recognition and is an approach that works well for them.
Kris Polly: Do you think CICL would participate in the
exchange again?
Daniel Whittred: I believe that the sharing of
experiences is a valuable learning tool. Often, we get stuck
in a single mode of operation. By exposing ourselves to
different ideas and methods, we can reevaluate our work
and either improve the approach or reaffirm that we are
indeed doing it in the best way possible. To this end, I think
there would be benefit in CICL being involved in another
exchange. I am also looking forward to hosting an ECBID
staff member and exposing them to our system.
Irrigation Leader

Irrigation Leader’s editor-in-chief Kris Polly also spoke
to ECBID General Manager Craig Simpson about his
experience hosting Mr. Whittred and what the district was
able to learn from the exchange.
Kris Polly: How did you pitch the idea of an
international employee exchange to your board of
directors?
Craig Simpson: It wasn’t a hard pitch, because an
exchange of ideas is always smart. We share information
with other districts in the basin area, so this was an
extension of that in an international context. ECBID
Board Director Boe Clausen and I visited CICL in
Australia earlier last year and had an idea of what it had
to offer. One thing that was of interest to us was that
CICL is a fully automated district system with Rubicon
equipment and software, so we wanted to find out more
about how that worked.
Kris Polly: How did Mr. Whittred spend his time in
the district?
Craig Simpson: While he was here, Daniel spent a lot
of time with our operations and maintenance manager,
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which made sense since they’re both on that side of the
business. He spent time with our district engineer, toured
Grand Coulee Dam, spent time with our communications
department and our pump department supervisors, and
spent a day out on the ditch bank with a water master.
Daniel worked with our administrative staff to get a feel
for our accounting, policies, and finances. He also spent a
day onsite at the Odessa Water Replacement Program.
As part of his responsibilities, Daniel has to supply his
general manager with a report upon his return, so he asked
a lot of questions for that purpose, many related to our
administration. We’ve asked for a copy of that report and
expect to get one after CICL has vetted it.

authorization for anyone to go yet, but the plan is for
someone to go in the late winter or early spring. We plan
to select a candidate in the near future.
The reality is that you have to be careful about who
you select. It has to be someone who can represent your
organization well and who understands your organization
well enough to ask relevant questions while over there.
Our staff put a lot of time into trying to give Daniel
information that was valuable to him, so I expect CICL
will try to do that as well.

Kris Polly: What did you and your district do to
welcome Daniel?

Craig Simpson: I think over time, it could be. We
were primarily interested in his knowledge of automation
technology. We don’t have the water supply challenges that
Daniel does, so we look at things from a different angle.
The respective water rights and water allocation systems
in Australia and America are very different, and it makes
a difference. They trade water as an open commodity,
whereas we generally tie the rights to a parcel of land.

Craig Simpson: We picked him up at the airport and
took him to a local brewery on the way home. He stayed at
my house the whole time he was here. We had a barbecue
and went down to a local pub, where Daniel particularly
enjoyed our American IPAs. He thought some were
“magical.” We took him to a Washington State University
women’s volleyball game (where they beat the eventual
national champs, Stanford), and he enjoyed that. He went
on his own up to Mount Rainer and did some sightseeing.
We also took him fishing on the Columbia River and
shooting, which he’d done before but only with single-shot
firearms. He enjoyed shooting what we had access to.
Kris Polly: How did your staff react to Daniel, and how
do you think Daniel adjusted to life in Washington State?
Craig Simpson: Everyone enjoyed having him around.
He was easy to get along with, very knowledgeable, and
figured things out quickly. Daniel also did a presentation
during a board meeting in October, so the board had an
opportunity to learn about CICL’s conservation through
automation and water supply issues.
He adjusted very well. Daniel was a great guy and
an excellent representative for CICL. He asked many
questions about our operations and administration that
would help him prepare his report. It was a fantastic
opportunity to learn from him and share our information
with him. We’re glad we were able to have him, and hope
to have a similarly beneficial experience when we send
someone over to CICL.
Kris Polly: Is ECBID planning on sending someone to
Australia this winter?

Kris Polly: Was there anything that you learned from
Daniel that was helpful to improving your operations?

Kris Polly: Do you have any suggestions for the
improvement of the program?
Craig Simpson: We were fortunate with the person
they sent us, so I think a lot of it has to do with
personality. I recommend a homestay with someone who
can host the participant like we did for Daniel. It’s a great
way for the visitor to learn about the culture of the host
country.
A district also has to really give some thought as to
what they want to show the participant, because it may
only host that person for 2 weeks. In our case, Daniel was
able to see a variety of different things throughout his time,
and he enjoyed that.
Kris Polly: What is your message to other irrigation
districts about the exchange program?
Craig Simpson: They should jump at the opportunity
if they can make the time to do it. It’s a great way to
learn something different. You never know when it might
be valuable or come in handy. I expect we’ve picked up
something useful from it, especially regarding automation.
If your district is interested in participating in the
International Exchange Program, please contact Kris Polly
at (703) 517-3962 or Kris.Polly@waterstrategies.com.

Craig Simpson: I think we’ll send someone down later
in the construction season. We haven’t made an official
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CLASSIFIED LISTINGS
South Columbia Basin Irrigation District
JOB OPENING January 20, 2017
Open to current SCBID employees and the general public
POSITION: Hydrologist LOCATION: Pasco Office
SUMMARY: Position will develop and maintain the District's
hydrography program by conducting flow measurements
and data analysis and producing discharge tables and
curves. Position will implement, adapt, refine, and further
develop an existing mass balance model of the Columbia
Basin Project for use within the irrigation district utilizing
RiverWare modeling software.
EDUCATION and/or EXPERIENCE: Must be
knowledgeable of modeling software, hydrologic, hydraulic,
and open channel flow principles. Practical experience
conducting flow measurements, computer modeling
systems, and a Bachelor ' s degree in Agricultural
Engineering, Civil Engineering, or Hydrology required.
COMPENSATION:
Status: Non-Exempt
Pay Type: Hourly
Class/Group: Non-Bargaining
Salary/Grade: DOQ
WORK SCHEDULE: The normal work schedule is 8 hours
per day, 5 days per week; exact schedules are assigned by
management. Irregular shift work may be required. Overtime
may be required as determined by District management and
direct supervisor.
APPLICATION PROCESS: Interested parties should
submit a resume and cover letter to SCBID, attention Mylan
Muhlestein, Human Resources Manager, P.O. Box 1006,
Pasco, WA 99301. Position is open until filled.
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IRRIGATION WATER MEASUREMENT
Mc® Propeller Flow Meter

Water Specialties Propeller Meter™

Agriculture’s Best Selling
Propeller Meter for over 60 Years
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Superior Performance
• Time Tested
• Rugged Design

• Easy to Install
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WHEN JOEY RETURNED FROM SERVICE IN
AFGHANISTAN AND IRAQ, IT WAS OUR TURN TO SERVE HIM.
The Combat Soldiers Recovery Fund gives 100% of every donation it
receives to service families like Joey’s and to many more heroes that
have served our country. Every dollar makes a difference; will you help
thank those who have answered the call?

THEY GAVE 100% so WE GIVE 100%
combatsoldiersrecoveryfund.org
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2017 CALENDAR
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February 1–2

Irrigation Leader Operations and Management Workshop, Phoenix, AZ

February 1–3

Montana Water Resources Association, Annual Conference, Helena, MT

February 8–10

Texas Water Conservation Association, Texas Water Day, Washington, DC

February 15–17

Ditch and Reservoir Company Alliance, Annual Convention, Ignacio, CO

February 18–25

New Zealand Water Leader Educational Tour, Sponsored by Irrigation Leader Magazine,
Alligare, and Rubicon Water

February 23–24

Family Farm Alliance, Annual Meeting and Conference, Las Vegas, NV

February 28

Association of California Water Agencies, Washington DC Conference, Washington, DC

March 1–3

Texas Water Conservation Association, Annual Convention, Austin, TX

March 8

Association of California Water Agencies, Legislative Symposium, Sacramento, CA

March 20–22

Utah Water Users Association, Utah Water Users Workshop, St. George, UT

March 20–22

National Water Resources Association, Federal Water Issues Conference, Washington, DC

March 18–22

Nebraska Natural Resources Districts, Washington DC Meeting, Washington, DC
For more information on advertising in Irrigation Leader magazine,
or if you would like to have a water event listed here, please phone (703) 517-3962
or e-mail Irrigation.Leader@waterstrategies.com.
Submissions are due the first of each month preceding the next issue.

Past issues of Irrigation Leader are archived at

www.waterstrategies.com/irrigation-leader

